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Supplementary materials for Penalized Variational
Autoencoder for Molecular Design

1 Transfer tasks

100 of molecules from the HIV dataset and 100 of molecules from the crop protection dataset were
reconstructed by the models. Below we show some differences between the distributions of molecules
and SMILES in the ZINC, HIV, and crop protection datasets.

Supplementary Figure 1: A) KDE plot showing the distribution of molecular weights in each dataset
B) KDE plot showing the distribution of the number of atoms in molecules in each dataset C) Scatter
plot of length of SMILES strings vs molecular weight for each dataset. D) Scatter plot of length of
SMILES vs the number of atoms in molecules from each dataset.

ZINC molecules tend to have larger molecular weights and therefore longer SMILES strings than the
molecules in the other datasets. The number of characters in a SMILES string is correlated to the
molecular weight because molecular weight is the sum of the mass of the atoms. ZINC molecules



also tend to have more atoms in the molecules than the molecules in the other datasets. The trend of
the performance of the models on transfer tasks follow the differences of molecular weight, number
of atoms, and the length of the SMILES strings.

2 Bayesian Optimization

After learning a higher quality latent space, we tested the ability to generate novel molecules with
desired properties using the latent space. We first evaluated molecular generation by following
previous works using Bayesian optimization to generate molecules using the learned latent space
as an input. The optimization model was set to maximize y(m) = logP (m)− SA(m)− cycle(m)
where logP is the octanol-water partition coefficient, SA is the synthetic accessibility score, and
cycle is the number of large rings. Supplementary Table 1 shows the scores of the top three molecules
Supplementary Table 1: Bayesian optimization results. Baseline results are from Jin et al. (2018)

Method 1st 2nd 3rd
CVAE 1.98 1.42 1.19
GVAE 2.94 2.89 2.80

SD-VAE 4.04 3.50 2.96
JT-VAE 5.30 4.93 4.49
PVAE 5.48 5.03 5.01

found by Bayesian optimization compared to previous methods. Again we see that our model able
to outperform all previous methods. Furthermore, Supplementary Table 2 shows the predictive
performance of SGP trained on the PVAE latent space is better than previous methods.
Supplementary Table 2: Predictive performance of Sparse Gaussian Processes. Baseline results are
from Jin et al. (2018)

Method LL RMSE
CVAE -1.812±0.004 1.504±0.006
GVAE -1.739±.004 1.404±0.006

SD-VAE -1.697±0.015 1.366±0.023
JT-VAE -1.658±0.023 1.290±0.026
PVAE -1.569±0.031 1.264±0.019

We used the implementation from Kusner, et al. (2017) to perform Bayesian optimization to generate
molecules. We performed 10 independent trials and combined the results. For each trial, a sparse
Gaussian process was trained on the pre-trained latent space on ZINC from the PVAE without
joint property training. 500 inducing points were used to predict chemical properties, and then five
iterations of batch Bayesian optimization was used to generate new latent vectors. After each iteration,
50 latent vectors are proposed, decoded, and added to the training set for the next iteration. Below we
show the top 5 molecules found by the PVAE.

Supplementary Figure 2: Top 5 molecules from the PVAE and their scores via Bayesian optimization

Jin, W.; Barzilay, R.; Jaakkola, T. Junction Tree Variational Autoencoder for Molecular Graph
Generation. arXiv preprint arXiv:1802.04364 2018,

Kusner, M.J.; Paige, B.; Hernandez-Lobato, J.M. Grammar variational autoencoder. arXiv preprint
arXiv:1703.01925 2017.
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Abstract

Variational autoencoders have emerged as one of the most common approaches for

automating molecular generation. We seek to learn a cross-domain latent space cap-

turing chemical and biological information, simultaneously. To do so, we introduce the

Penalized Variational Autoencoder which directly operates on SMILES, a linear string

representation of molecules, with a weight penalty term in the decoder to address the

imbalance in the character distribution of SMILES strings. We �nd that this greatly

improves upon previous variational autoencoder approaches in the quality of the latent

space and the generalization ability of the latent space to new chemistry. Next, we orga-

nize the latent space according to chemical and biological properties by jointly training

the Penalized Variational Autoencoder with linear units. Extensive experiments on a

range of tasks, including reconstruction, validity, and transferability demonstrates that

the proposed methods here substantially outperform previous SMILES and graph-based

methods, as well as introduces a new way to generate molecules from a set of desired

properties, without prior knowledge of a chemical structure.
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Introduction

Molecular discovery for life science applications is an extremely challenging process requiring

years of development with high costs and signi�cant attrition rates.1 Essentially, the goal is

to identify small molecules possessing many particular properties of interest (e.g. high target

a�nity, good metabolic properties, good safety pro�le, etc.) Apriori, it is not clear which

molecules �t this pro�le. In order to discover and optimize molecules, a chemical space of

drug-like molecules estimated to be 1023 - 1060 must be searched.2 During the optimization

process, adjusting one property by changing the molecular structure often has negative

e�ects on another property. For example, altering the chemical structure of a molecule

may improve binding to the target of interest, but it may also make the molecule more toxic,

among other problems. In recent years, machine learning approaches have been applied to

address challenges with molecule optimization and generation.3�10 Among several proposed

approaches, variational autoencoders (VAEs)11 have received signi�cant attention.12�15

The VAE has been used to encode discrete molecules into a continuous latent space.12

The latent space of a VAE could be learned in a way that it groups molecules by their entire

pro�le of properties, chemical and biological. By grouping molecules according to all the

properties of interest, the VAE can help with the multiple property optimization challenges

faced in life science applications. Once grouped together by their pro�les, new molecules with

desired pro�les could be generated by decoding latent vectors from the organized continuous

latent space back to discrete molecules. In order to accomplish this, a VAE needs to ful�ll

three key criteria: a high quality latent space representation which re�ects how well the

model has learned chemistry, high transferability to new domains of chemistry with scarce

amounts of training samples which is frequent in life science applications, and it needs to

organize the latent representation of molecules according to the desired pro�le of chemical

and biological properties, simultaneously.

However, previously reported methods have limitations in these three areas that hinder

their e�ectiveness. First, related to the latent space quality, previous methods learned latent
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spaces that frequently decoded into invalid molecules,12�14 signifying that the model has

not adequately captured chemistry. Second, also related to the latent space quality, as we

will demonstrate in this work, previous methods have poor transferability to new chemistry.

Third, related to the organization of the latent space, they used complex non-linear map-

pings between the latent space representation and properties, making it di�cult to identify

and decode and optimize molecules with desired properties since they could be located in

multiple locations in the latent space. In this work, we address these limitations of previous

approaches in order to work towards a VAE that can learn a cross-domain embedding that

also makes the generation of novel molecules with desired properties simple.

Learning a robust latent space has been a major focus of previous works. Regarding this,

much attention has been paid to an appropriate representation of molecules amenable for

machine learning approaches. The two main molecular representations used by previously

reported generative models are a string notation called Simpli�ed Molecular Input Line Entry

System (SMILES), and graphs.16,17 Initial work in generative models for chemistry focused on

SMILES based methods. Gomez-Bombarelli, et al.12 led the way with a character level model

but it su�ered from high reconstruction error and frequently outputted invalid molecules.

Kusner, et al.13 and Dai, et al.14 used SMILES grammar, extracted from the training set, to

improve the quality of the latent space, and although they saw an improvement, the models

still struggled with invalid outputs and undesirable chemical structures such as large carbon

rings and uncommon functional groups. As a result of challenges encountered with SMILES

based methods, attention has shifted to graph based methods with the proposal that it could

be a superior molecular representation for VAE approaches.18 Jin, et al.15 developed a graph

based VAE that operates on a vocabulary of subgraphs extracted from the training set. Their

method greatly improved the quality of the latent space over previous approaches. However,

all aforementioned approaches are limited in their ability to generalize to new chemistry.

Di�erent methods to map the latent representation of molecules to properties have been

explored. Gomez-Bombarelli, et al.12 jointly trained their model with a multilayer perceptron
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by including the regression error to their loss function in order to organize the latent space

by chemical properties such as logP or drug-likeness (the QED descriptor). Other methods

�rst learned a latent space in an unsupervised fashion, then used Gaussian Processes and

Bayesian Optimization shape the latent space and navigate within it.12�15 However, because

complex non-linear methods were used, molecules possessing desired properties could be

located in multiple locations in the latent space, thus molecule generation with an entire

pro�le of properties is di�cult.

In this work, we propose the Penalized Variational Autoencoder (PVAE), which incor-

porates a penalty term on the decoder of the VAE and operates directly on SMILES strings.

We demonstrate that the PVAE results in a signi�cant improvement in latent space quality

and transferability to new chemistry than all previous VAE approaches. Building upon the

improvement in the latent space quality, we jointly trained the PVAE with linear units to

shape the latent space and group all molecules �tting a pro�le of properties in a single lo-

cation. We demonstrate that molecules with a pro�le of properties can be easily generated

either from a starting structure or from properties alone.

Methods

We �rst begin with a key observation that motivated methods proposed in this work. Then

we introduce the Penalized Variational Autoencoder (PVAE). Next, we introduce our joint

training strategy. Finally, we introduce a method to generate molecules from a set of prop-

erties.
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Figure 1: A) Examples of SMILES strings along with their corresponding molecular struc-
ture. B) Distribution of characters and tokens in SMILES strings from the ZINC training
set (lower case "c" is aromatic carbon, and upper case "C" is aliphatic carbon). Hydrogen
("H") does not need to be explicitly de�ned within the SMILES strings representation, so
it does not appear in the plot. C) Weight penalty applied to each character based on the
count of that character in the training set, which is used during optimization.

The character distribution of SMILES strings is heavily skewed

We began with a key observation of the SMILES text; the character distribution is highly

skewed. Figure 1A shows a few examples of chemical structures from the ZINC training

dataset along with their SMILES string representations. Figure 1B shows the character
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distribution of the SMILES strings found in the ZINC training set, and it is clearly seen

that the character distribution of SMILES strings in the ZINC training set is highly skewed

towards a few characters. This can be expected since organic molecules are composed mostly

of carbon atoms. We �nd that 91% of occurrences come from only about 3% of the possible

elements within the SMILES strings in the training set. Therefore, we hypothesized that

the probabilistic decoder, the distribution which maps from the latent space to the SMILES

distribution, would put a high probability on the most common elements which might lead

to chemically invalid molecules. To address this, a weight penalty term (Figure 1C) was

placed in the decoder of the VAE in order to lower the e�ects of highly frequent characters

on the decoder, and we call this model the Penalized Variational Autoencoder (PVAE).

PVAE architecture

Previous work reported that the sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) VAE architecture,19 tradi-

tionally used in natural language processing, performed poorly on SMILES, so a convolutional-

to-sequence model was proposed.12 Following works continued using convolutional-to-sequence

models along with grammar representations of SMILES.13,14 We �nd that addressing the

skewed character distribution of SMILES text enables the seq2seq architecture to be highly

e�ective.
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Figure 2: The structure of the Penalized Variational Autoencoder for molecular generation.
SMILES strings are encoded into a continuous latent space and then decoded back into
SMILES strings using a sequence-to-sequence model. A weight penalty is placed on the
decoder to account for skewness in the SMILES character distribution. The network can be
trained jointly with linear units for optimizing and predicting multiple properties of interest,
simultaneously. Then, the prediction unit can be inverted in order to map back to the latent
space starting with a property vector, without prior knowledge of a molecular structure.

The architecture of the PVAE is shown in Figure 2. It is a variational autoencoder

consisting of a single Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)20 layer as an encoder to map the SMILES

strings to the continuous latent space, and a single GRU layer as a decoder to map from the

latent vectors in the continuous space to SMILES. We introduce an additional penalty term

on the decoder side to address the skewness observed in the character distribution which

is critical to enable the model to properly learn the SMILES language and chemistry. The

latent space can be organized according to multiple properties of interest, simultaneously,

through joint training via linear units. Linear units are also easily inverted to allow for the

mapping back to the latent space from properties. We now describe the components of the

model in further detail.
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Variational autoencoder

Similar to previous methods,12�15 we also use the variational autoencoder to encode discrete

molecules x to a continuous latent space z and decode them back to the discrete molecule x.

The encoder, qψ(z|x), is an approximation of the posterior distribution over z, parameterized

with ψ. It encourages the model to keep its posterior distribution to a form of a multivariate

Gaussian prior p(z). The decoder takes the continuous latent vector representations, and

generates the sequence of characters to form a molecule from a conditional distribution

pθ(x|z) parameterized by θ. Both parameters θ and ψ are computed using neural networks.

To simultaneously optimize qψ(z|x) and pθ(x|z) in a tractable manner, we follow the

Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO) objective function11 and optimize it via stochastic gradient

descent:

L(θ, ψ;x) = Eqψ(z|x) [log pθ(x|z)]−KL(qψ(z|x)||p(z)) (1)

Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs)

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have the ability to capture dependencies across time

steps in sequences and are heavily employed in modeling text data, for example. Given a

sequence of variable length x = (x1, x2, ..., xT ), RNNs take into account the current and

previous hidden state to compute an activation by

h(t) = f(h(t−1), xt) (2)

where h(t) is the hidden state at time t, and f is an activation function, such as logistic

sigmoid.

Traditional RNNs replace the activation at time t with values from the current input and

the previous hidden state at time t−1, but they struggle to capture long-term dependencies.

However, other types of recurrent units have been developed, such as the GRU, which are
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able to keep previous content and adds content from the current time step on top.21

The GRU consists of an update gate zjt , a reset gate rjt , and a candidate activation h̃jt

where j is the j-th unit at time t.20,21

The update gate zjt is used to determine how much the unit updates or replaces its

activation by

zjt = σ(Wzxt + Uzht−1) (3)

where Wz and Uz are learned weights, and ht−1 is the activation from the previous state.

The reset gate rjt determines how much of the previous state to forget by

rjt = σ(Wrxt + Urht−1) (4)

The candidate activation h̃jt is computed by

h̃jt = f(Wxt + U(rt � ht−1)) (5)

where � is element wise multiplication. If rjt is close to zero, the candidate activation h̃
j
t

includes less content from the previous activation in computing the current activation.

These three parts are then used to compute the activation hjt at time t by

hjt = (1− zjt )h
j
t−1 + zjt h̃

j
t (6)

Encoding and decoding SMILES strings to and from a continuous

latent space

To encode SMILES strings into a continuous latent vector z, we begin with constructing

a dictionary of SMILES elements, C̄ of length n. Then, a SMILES of length l is one-hot

encoded into a matrix, S, with dimensions l × n, where each dimension corresponds to

character c where c ∈ C̄. Then, each S is passed through the encoder GRU and mapped to
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a continuous latent space, z.

In the decoding step, we map the continuous latent vectors z back into SMILES strings.

We begin by passing the z vectors through the GRUs, which produce a set of logits vectors

with the same size as S. Each dimension of logits vectors correspond to the next character,

ĉt, at the time step t.

A weight penalty in the decoder

To reduce the e�ect of the skewed character distribution in SMILES during the sampling

process, we formulated the following objective function for the decoder θ:

min
θ
−wclog(

exppθ(ĉt|ĉt−1,ĉt−2,...,ĉt−l,z)∑
c∈C̄

exppθ(c|ct−1,ct−2,...ct−l,z)
) (7)

where wc = 1
ρc
, ρc = log(hc)∑n

i=1 log(hci )
, and hc is the count of occurrences of character c ∈ C̄ (Figure

1B-C). This penalty term, wc, compensates for the low frequency chemical characters and

decreases the e�ect of highly frequent characters. We observed that using ρc in the linear

domain leads to an over penalization which negatively e�ected the training.

Joint training with properties with linear units

VAEs learn a latent space of the objects they encode and puts similar objects close together

in the latent space. For chemical research it is important to identify molecules based on

their properties such as the e�ects they induce in a biological test system. Similar molecules

can show very di�erent biological responses and molecules leading to the same biological

e�ect can be structurally very di�erent .22 Mapping biological pro�les on chemicals conse-

quently require highly non-linear mapping functions. Therefore, identifying molecules with

a given biological pro�le requires local inversion of this non-linear function where many local

approaches exist. Identifying all molecules having a prede�ned biological pro�le is in gen-

eral intractable. Therefore, we propose a joint model architecture that will embed chemical
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molecules based on biological similarity, i.e. grouping molecules close by that share biological

properties. We do this by adding a prediction accuracy term to Equation 1. In order to

ensure simple invertability of the classi�cation or regression function, we use a linear unit to

map points in the latent space to chemical and biological pro�les. As this extension does not

signi�cantly increase complexity of the optimization problem, this fully integrated model is

trained via stochastic gradient descent. The complete loss function is thus

L(θ, ψ;x) + L(φ; z) = Eqψ(z|x) [log pθ(x|z)]−KL(qψ(z|x)||p(z)) +
∑
y∈Y

logpφ(y|z) (8)

where {y1, y2, ..., yn} ∈ Y where y is a property in the pro�le of properties Y , pφ(y|z) are

predictor units, linear (regression) and/or log-linear (classi�cation), to shape the latent space

according to properties.

Mapping from properties back to latent space

After jointly training the PVAE with a pro�le of properties, we generate molecules from

a set of desired properties, without prior knowledge of a molecular structure, by inverting

the linear unit in order to map back to the latent space. A Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse is

used here to �nd the pseudoinverse of the learned weight matrix, Wφ, of the predictor units

(Figure 2). The pseudoinverse is used because Wφ is a non-invertible matrix.23 The linear

units are given by

Y = Wφz + bφ (9)

where Y is a vector of property values, z is the latent space vector, and bφ is the bias vector.

In this scenario, we have a property and we desire to obtain a latent vector correpsonding

to that desired property. To do so, we compute the following

z∗ = (Y − bφ)W+ (10)
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where W+ is the pseudoinverse of Wφ, and z∗ is the approximation of the latent vector

corresponding to the desired properties. Next, new molecules are generated by perturbing

z∗ with the following equation to get a new latent vector zn.

zn = z∗ +N (0, αI) (11)

where α is a perturbation factor, and I is the identity matrix.

Training details

In order to have a fair comparison with previous methods, we �xed the latent space di-

mensions to 56. To select the hidden state dimensions of the GRUs, we tried varying the

number of hidden states in the range ∈ {256, 512, 1024, 2048}. We selected 1024 since we

obtained optimal performance across all experiments with that. During training, similar

to Bowman, et al.,19 we used the KL cost annealing strategy. During joint training, we

used Mean Squared Error and Binary Cross Entropy for regression and classi�cation tasks,

respectively. We used RDKit1 to process molecules and calculate chemical properties.

Results and discussion

Molecule reconstruction and validity

We �rst tested the ability of the model to reconstruct molecules and we investigated how

much of the latent space encodes valid molecules by randomly sampling latent vectors. Here,

the PVAE is not jointly trained in order to make a direct comparison with previous works.

For reconstruction tasks, we use the approach reported previously13�15 as follows: For each

sample in a hold-out set, we encode it 10 times and decode it 10 times. Out of the 100

decoded molecules, we report the percentage of decoded SMILES strings that exactly match

1RDKit: Open-source cheminformatics; http://www.rdkit.org
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the input SMILES string. To compute validity, we sample 1000 latent vectors from the prior

distribution, and then we decode each of these vectors 100 times.

Table 1: Reconstruction and prior validity results on ZINC dataset molecules. Baseline
results are from Jin et al.15

Method Reconstruction Validity

CVAE12 44.6% 0.7%
GVAE13 53.7% 7.2%
SD-VAE14 76.2% 43.5%
JT-VAE15 76.7% 100%

PVAE 88% 97%

The results of the molecule reconstruction and latent space validity experiments shown

in Table 1 demonstrate that the PVAE signi�cantly outperforms all previous models in

molecule reconstruction, by a large margin, while maintaining competitive performance in

validity. Regarding validity, our model performs comparably to the JT-VAE. Since the JT-

VAE assembles molecules from a vocabulary of valid subgraphs from the training set, the

model always generates chemically valid molecules. However, the JT-VAE reconstruction

error shows that it struggles in reconstructing molecules from a hold-out set belonging to

the same distribution as the training set. Meanwhile, the PVAE performs better on the

hold-out set while maintaining high performance on validity.
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Figure 3: Visualization of the latent space local neighborhood of the molecule in the red
box. Images are from their respective publications. A) SD-VAE latent space14 B) JT-VAE
latent space15 C) PVAE latent space.

We also visually examined the latent space by directly using the implementation from

Jin, et al.15 to construct a grid visualization of a selected molecule and its neighborhood. A

molecule was encoded into the latent space, and then two random orthogonal unit vectors

were generated. By moving in combinations of these directions, sets of latent vectors were

obtained, decoded, and visualized in Figure 3.
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We performed the analysis using the same molecule visualized in Dai, et al.14 and Jin, et

al.15 There are three notable observations about the latent space generated by the PVAE.

First, we do not see the presence of unusual and undesirable (from a chemical standpoint)

large carbon rings. However, the occurrence of these rings, particularly large highly unsatu-

rated, bridged rings, is a problem that plagues the other SMILES based methods12? ,13(Figure

3A). The character distribution of SMILES may shine light on why this happens. Figure

1B shows aromatic and aliphatic carbons are the most prevalent characters in SMILES, and

without a weight penalty to dampen the e�ects of carbon, the model outputs carbon fre-

quently, thus frequently forming large carbon rings. The JT-VAE avoids this problem by

using a vocabulary to assemble molecules with valid subgraphs rather than atom by atom.

Since the training data rarely has large carbon rings, the subgraphs extracted from the train-

ing set would not contain these large rings and these problematic molecules would form less

frequently (Figure 3B).

Second, the robustness of the latent space learned by the PVAE is evident in this vi-

sualization. In the latent space vicinity of the selected molecule, two molecules (blue and

black boxes) di�er slightly from the original, selected molecule (red box) (Figure 3C). In

the top left black box, this molecule has an additional nitrogen in the central ring where

as the starting molecule has a single nitrogen in the ring. In the bottom left blue box, this

molecule di�ers from the starting molecule only by the position of the triazole substituent.

This latter molecule can also be found in the latent space visualization from the JT-VAE

(Figure 3B), but the transition of structures seen in the latent space learned by PVAE is

smoother. This shows that small perturbations in the latent vector does not cause large

�uctuations in molecular structure.

Third, the changes in molecular structure seen in the PVAE latent space capture �ne

details, are subtle, and mimic how a chemist might explore chemical space by making small

changes in molecular structure to identify structure property relationships (Figure 3C). In

this example, we see a shift in the triazole substitution pattern and a change in the number
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of the heteroatoms in the central ring as the only changes from the starting molecule. We

also highlight similar observations in later experiments to further demonstrate the detail

captured by the PVAE. These subtle di�erences are interesting because in drug discovery

projects chemists commonly explore optimizing molecules in exactly this type of manner. It

is possible that small changes could have desirable e�ects on biological activity.24�26 This

visualization shows that the latent space learned by the PVAE is very smooth, robust to

slight perturbations in the latent vectors, and when the perturbations in the latent vectors are

su�ciently large enough to warrant a change in structure, we �nd the model does so slightly

to capture �ne details in chemical structure, which can be highly useful when optimizing

compounds.

Transfer Tasks

In order to investigate how well the latent space learned by each model could generalize to

di�erent chemistry where there are scarce amounts of training samples, we measured the

capacity of the models pre-trained on the ZINC dataset to reconstruct molecules that have

been tested for HIV activity or are used in crop protection applications. Supplementary

Figure 1 shows the distributions of some key molecular properties for each dataset. We used

two metrics to assess the transfer task performances. First, we measured the reconstruc-

tion error. We used the same experimental setup to test reconstruction as described in the

previous section, the only di�erence being the hold-out set of molecules. 100 of the HIV

molecules and 100 of the crop protection molecules were reconstructed by the models. The

results shown in Table 2 show the percentage of reconstructed SMILES which match ex-

actly to the input SMILES. Second, we show the average percentage of characters matching

between the decoded molecule and the original molecule. This is calculated using the edit

distance matches divided by the average sequence length between the original and decoded

sequences (i.e. 'CCCC' vs 'CCFC' is a 75% match).
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Table 2: Transfer task results on HIV molecules and crop protection molecules

Method HIV molecules Crop protection molecules

Reconstruction % Match Reconstruction % Match

CVAE 0.6% 31% 1.2% 40%
GVAE 8% 31% 23% 40%
SD-VAE 13% 77% 31% 84%
JT-VAE 29% 74% 43% 82%
PVAE 64% 93% 71% 95%

The results in Table 2 shows the PVAE is able to reconstruct molecules that di�er from the

ZINC training set molecules far better than all previous methods, including the state-of-the-

art JT-VAE by a large margin. We observe that as the molecular properties become more

di�erent from the ZINC molecules, reconstruction error increases (Supplementary Figure

1). Additionally, the % Match column shows that, on average, when the PVAE cannot

reconstruct the sequences, the output sequences are very close to the original sequence.

However, the outputs from the other methods are much more di�erent than the original

SMILES.

Joint training with physical and biological properties

Here, we organized the latent space by the molecules' pro�le of properties. We trained

the PVAE jointly with physical and biological properties, simultaneously, with linear units.

Here, we used the PCBA dataset because the biological activities of the molecules are readily

available and labeled. The PCBA contains around 143,834 molecules; 127,847 are inactive

in this assay and 15,987 are active. We used logP and molecular weight (MW) for the

chemical property, which was calculated for each SMILES string using the RDKit package.

We used a 95%/5% strati�ed train-test split to maintain class frequencies between train and

test sets. Then, we oversampled the minority class to account for the class imbalance. We

performed single- and multi-task training in our experiments. For the single-task training,

we jointly trained the PVAE with either logP, MW, or with biological activity. For the

multi-task training, we jointly trained the PVAE with logP, MW, and biological property,
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simultaneously. Weight penalties for the decoder were calculated using SMILES character

counts from the PCBA training set.

Table 3: Predictive performance, reconstruction, and validity of jointly trained PVAE for
single and multiple tasks on PCBA.

Property Metric Score Reconstruction Validity

Single-task logP R2 0.95 70.1% 92.6%
MW R2 0.97 70.0% 92.7%
Bio AUC 0.78 69.8% 92.4%

Multi-task logP R2 0.92
MW R2 0.96 69.9% 92.0%
Bio AUC 0.76

The predictive performance of the models are shown in Table 3. Overall, these results

show that the model is able to achieve strong performance in all tasks and that by placing

the complexity of modeling on the VAE portion of the loss function, the model is able to

learn a latent space such that strong predictive performance can be obtained by a linear unit.

Furthermore, we examined the e�ect of single- and multi-task training on the reconstruction

and validity of the model trained on PCBA data. We follow the same experimental setup as

the previous experiments done on the ZINC trained models for reconstruction and validity.

Table 3 demonstrates that reconstruction and validity performance is preserved among the

di�erent tasks. Overall, we see the latent space is still robust, but a little worse than the

model trained on ZINC, possibly due to less data in the PCBA dataset.

Molecule Generation

After organizing the latent space by the molecules' pro�le of properties, we generated new

molecules from the latent space. First, we generated molecules starting from a molecular

structure. Second, we generated molecules starting only with a set of properties, without

prior knowledge of a molecular structure.
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From a starting molecule

In this task, we began by looking at the joint distribution of logP and MW of the active

molecules in the training set, and divided the joint distribution into three di�erent "zones"

(Figure 4A). Zone 1 accounts for 3.6% of the active molecules in the training set, Zone 2

accounts for 36% of the active molecules in the training set, and Zone 3 accounts for 7%

of the active molecules in the training set. Zone 1 is a region with 1 ≤ logP < 2.5 and

100 ≤ MW < 250, Zone 2 is a region with 2.5 ≤ logP < 4 and 250 ≤ MW < 400, and

Zone 3 is a region with 4 ≤ logP ≤ 5 and 400 ≤ MW ≤ 500. We then selected molecules

from the hold-out test set which had logP values and MWs within the range of one of the

three zones, as well as being a "true" active. Next, we encoded those selected molecules

into continuous latent vectors, and then generated new latent vectors by perturbing them,

as done in previous work.12
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Figure 4: A) Joint distribution of logP and MW of active molecules from the PCBA training
set. Red: Zone 1, blue: Zone 2, green: Zone 3. B) Joint distribution of logP and MW
of generated molecules (predicted active) from source molecules selected from the test set.
C) The highlighted molecules are the source molecules colored by the zone they belong to.
Molecules to the right are generated molecules which fall into the respective zone's logP and
MW ranges, and being predicted to be active (values listed below each molecule).

Figure 4B shows the joint distributions of logP and MW of the generated molecules

predicted to be active for each of the three zones. Most of the densities are localized to the

zone to which the source molecules belong, while some density lies outside of the zone due

to the sampling method used.

Figure 4C show examples of generated molecules. The starting source molecule selected
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from the test set is highlighted with the colored box, corresponding to the zone to which

the properties fall under, and the generated molecules are shown to the right of the source

molecules. Here, the chemical details captured by the latent space is evident once again. For

example, in Figure 4C, Zone 1, the generated molecules di�er from the source by a shift in the

position of the aldehyde on the aromatic ring, or a ring contraction from a six-membered het-

erocyle to a �ve-membered heterocycle. In Figure 4C, Zone 2, a more challenging spirocyclic

lactone was encoded, and the model was able to generate new molecules that are di�erent

yet preserve similarity to the source molecule. Figure 4C, Zone 3, shows generated molecules

that invert the sulfonamide or change substitution patterns of the phenyl substituents, and

since, in this example, the generated molecules di�er from the source molecule only in the

positions of atoms, the property pro�les remain unchanged. Overall, this shows that the

organization of the latent space by linear units has placed molecules with similar pro�les

together, and highlights the chemistry captured by the latent space.

From properties to molecular structure

In the beginning stages of a molecular discovery program, a set of desired properties are

known, but it is unclear what molecular structures that �t those properties look like. To

address this scenario, we used our proposed method to generate structures starting from a

vector of properties. We again used the three zones de�ned above, and then chose logP and

MW values at the midpoint as the desired properties, along with a 1 (True) for activity. For

example, for Zone 1, we made a property vector of (logP = 1.75,MW = 175, Activity = 1).

We used Equation 10 to obtain z∗ and Equation 11 to generate new latent vectors, which

were decoded to molecules.
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Figure 5: Generation of molecules from desired properties alone. A) Distribution of generated
molecules for each zone. B) Examples of generated molecular structures possessing properties
that fall into their respective zone's range of logP, MW, and activity (values listed below
each molecule).

In Figure 5A, the joint distributions of logP and MW of the generated molecules are

shown, and colored by the zone from which the property vectors fall under. This plot

demonstrates that by inverting the prediction weights to get back to the latent space allows

for the targeting of regions where molecules with those desired properties are, and that

most of the density lies within the desired zone. The spread of the distribution for Zone 1

is broader, where we found the model had more di�culty generating molecules with lower

logP and MWs. In Figure 5B, generated molecules from each zone are displayed. Again,

we observe reasonable and new molecules generated. Taken together, this demonstrates

that the latent space, organized by linear units, has grouped molecules together by similar

pro�les, and simple inversion of the linear unit allows molecules possessing a desired pro�le

of properties to be generated without a starting molecular structure.

Conclusion

In this work, we introduced the PVAE which improves upon all previous VAE approaches

in three key areas. First, we improved the quality of the latent space learned by the model.

Second, we showed that the latent space learned by the PVAE generalizes better to new
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chemistry. These results are also of interest since they challenge previous assumptions about

molecular representations for VAE approaches for chemistry. Third, we organized molecules

in the latent space by their entire pro�le of properties, chemical and biological, in a single

location. This enables a new method to address the inverse design problem � to start with

only a desired pro�le of properties and end up with new molecular structures possessing that

pro�le of properties.

We began with the observation that organic molecules are mostly composed of carbon,

and hypothesized that the frequency of characters in SMILES text would be skewed. Since

the targets of the RNN decoder are characters, we hypothesized the skewed distribution of

SMILES characters could make it di�cult for the model to learn the SMILES language.

We then applied a weight penalty to the decoder of our VAE to address the imbalance in

the character distribution of SMILES. We found that this simple solution is highly e�ec-

tive. Additionally, examination of the latent spaces from the di�erent models, show that

the latent space learned by the PVAE has smooth transitions and captures �ne chemical

detail. Furthermore, we found through molecular generation tasks that the model is able

to capture �ne details in the latent space such as shifting heteroatom substitution patterns,

ring contractions, and amide inversions, mimicking the way a molecular discovery program

would explore structure-activity relationships. We also demonstrated that joint training of

the PVAE with simple linear units achieved strong predictive performance across multiple

physical chemical properties and biological activity, simultaneously. Finally, we showed that

by inverting the linear unit to map from a set of properties back to the latent space, we

are able to generate molecules possessing those desired properties, without prior knowledge

of a structure. Future work includes extension to many biological readouts and further

experimental validation.
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